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Carter: The dizzy days

The dizzy days
A splitting headache marks the tunes
of a terrified eye wishing on runes
to slow down the hours or speed them up
but the power remains to be seen in your cup
Constance in boredom, constant busying
Purposefully or hopelessly, dizzying
To distract from the requiem that bleeds
into all of the seams sewn up in deeds
Scenarios are called to action with a megaphone
Pens click in the red chairs as she acts on her own
Familiar faces drowning in new worlds nonexistent
that exist nonetheless without her permission
They wait and they wonder but they barely think
about the one that is coming, the ones in the sink
Drowning in familiar faces and places, still in the dark
Or is this light the dark that blocks with blue tape-marks?
The stairs grow uneven each time she walks
Lowering their boards and then rising in stalks
Hiding below does nothing to remedy
the sound of the bells with little brevity
The scenarios finally burst forth if she breathes
a deep, slow breath and she rolls up her sleeves
The outcome will be easy, it'll just be these days
The goodbye days. The 3, 2, 1 days. The dizzy days
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